
 
 

BEER 
 
 

Suntory Premium Malt’s (Draft)                            15 

Sapporo Premium (Draft)                                                     9 

Kawaba (Bottle) Japanese Amber Ale                      15 

Orion  (Bottle)                                                             12
  

          

 

      

TEA / SOFT DRINKS 

 

Iced Sencha (Iced Green Tea)                             7 

Iced Hojicha                                                                 5 

Soba Tea Hot  Non-Caffeinated (Tea Pot)                15 

Coke / Diet Coke / Ginger Ale         5 

 

 

                               BOTTLED WATER 

 

Sparkling                              12 

Still                               12 

 
 

 

 

  



DAIGINJO   大吟醸 
 

 
     Hakkaisan, Niigata  八海山             28 / 110 bottle 

 

Exceptional clarity of flavor and a quiet elegance on the palate. Crisp and clean taste remind 
you of gentle snow of a fine winter day 

 
     Tamanohikari Bizen Omachi, Kyoto 玉乃光            37 / 150 bottle      

Made with omachi rice, the grandfather of all sake rice, and has  
fruity Ginjo aroma and a deep flavor 

 

    Kubota “Manju”, Niigata  久保田 万寿          50 / 230 bottle 
 

It has refined aroma and on elegant flavor. All their skills and passion  
are devoted to the creation of this masterpiece.     

    
               Dassai “Niwari-Sanbu”, Yamaguchi  獺祭 二割三分          270 bottle 

 

Delicate, fruity aroma and refined flavor as pinnacle of refined elegant 
 

Ken, Fukushima 剣               265 bottle 
        Has a very elegant and crisp taste with a  beautiful finish. 

 

Kokuryu “Ryu”, Fukui  黒龍                             310 bottle 
 

Clean and superb with layers of complexity hidden in a velvety rush.  
Look for flinty tones dancing with mild fruit complexities and a dry finish. 

              
              Dewazakura,” Yukimanman”, Yamagata 雪漫            385 bottle 

 

Elegantly nuanced, with notes of pomegranate and persimmon 

 
           Tatenokawa “18”, Yamagata  楯野川十八               430 bottle 

 

Bright, delicate, complex with honey dew, pear and apple flavor. 
 

                 Kuramitsu, Niigata  蔵光                         600 bottle 
 

Using the highest quality Koshi Hikari rice, combined  
With Kikusui’s 130 years of brewing   passion and experience.  
     
 

Dassai “Beyond”, Yamaguchi 獺祭 磨きその先へ            1600 bottle 
 

This ultra-premium sake beyond all expectations leads unparalleled 
 smoothness and clean complex flavors engulf the entire palate, followed by a 
 stunning length of finish. 
 
 

 
 

                                                                                            
 
 

RED WINE 
 
             
 

       
 
   Powers, Merlot                                                       14 / 62 bottle 

Columbia Valley, WA 2016                                                                                                              
Well structured merlot with notes of plumb and nice minerality. 
 

                Poppy, Pinot Noir                                                  16 / 75 bottle 

Santa Lucia Highlands CA 2016                                                                                                             
The red fruit brightens across the palate, picking up raspberry 
 and spice are balanced by the French toasted oak aromas 

               . 

                 Paitin Barbera d’Alba Serra                                                             70 bottle 

Alba, Italia 2020  
Dark staining pigments that dye the wine to near-black.  
Taste of Barbera has notes of strawberry and sour cherry. Light tannin  
High acidity make it taste Juicy. 

 
 

. 

Michel Guignier Beaujolais                                      60 bottle 

Regnie-Durelle, France 2020                                                                                                              
Dark magenta, ripe dark berries, cherry pit, violet and a hint of  
Licorice on the nose. Silky and broad in the mouth 

 
 

                  
                                                                       

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



GINJYO   吟醸 
       
 
           Taisetsu, Hokkaido  大雪                                                                              27 / 90 bottle 
     The sake is slow aged in Japanese ice dome igloo, very fragrant and tasted 
                  Smooth with a hint of caramel. 

            
            Sohomare, Tochiji 祖誉                                    30 / 120 bottle 

 

Robustly clean with rich elegant flavor hues. 

 
            Bizen Maboroshi, Okayama 備前幻               30 / 115 bottle 

 

This flavorful ginjo sake is made with 100% Bizen Omachi rice 
Has a light and sweet aroma, and is delicious chilled. 

 
           Shichida, Saga 七田                      36 / 140 bottle 

 

This sake combines the sweet aroma of white flowers and white peaches. The soft sweetness of 
peaches lingers on the palate, followed by a refreshing acidity and a sweet, long finish, full 

of “Umami。 

Kuroushi Omachi, Wakayama  黒牛          30 / 120 bottle   
 

A hint of mint melt together to create complex layer of flavors 
It has a beautifully elegant long finish                                                        

 
          Katsuyama “Ken”, Miyagi  勝山   献                  175 bottle 

 

The superb balance of slightly dry and medium acid taste and well-rounded aftertaste. 
 

Kikusui, Niigata  菊水                                         40 (300ml) 
 

Pure rice wine, full-bodied and mellow taste.                                                       
 
 

HOT SAKE   熱燗 
 

   Karatamba. Nishinomiya  辛丹波                                    15 
 

Dry, sharp and smooth. Its mild astringency, 
 characteristic of Yamahai method, is balanced by faintly discernible sweetness 
 

     Kamotsuru, Hiroshima     賀茂 鶴                                    20 
 

This if both fuller bodied and bright with acidity. Loads of musk melon and 
Notes of mushrooms and anise 

                            
 
 

 
SHOCHU 焼酎 

 
            Ikkomon, Kagoshima  一刻者                                         19 / 190 bottle  

Made with 100% southern Kyushu Sweet Potatoes and  
Their original Sweet Potato Koji its sweet yet refreshing aroma and flavor.. 

 
Yama No Mori, Nagasaki 山乃守             17 / 120 bottle 
 

Made from 1/3 rice and 2/3 barley, this shochu possesses 
 Exceptional clarity and refinement 

 
Hitotsubo No Mugi, Kagoshima  一粒の麦          15 / 100 bottle 
 

Full of Umami and Barley flavor, with a sharp top note in the aroma,  
and the light 
 

Towari, Miyazaki  十割                                 15 / 100 bottle 
 

Honkaku – Distilled from Buckwheat Towari is a unique product  
distilled from 100% Soba (buckwheat), which gives it its pure, unique flavor. 

 
Mugon, Kumamoto  無言                      20 / 200 bottle 
 

Rice shochu aged in oak barrel for 10years. 

            
            Ginrei Shiro, Kumamoto  銀麗 しろ                    12/ 90 bottle 

 

The rice shochu with wonderful aroma of ginjo brings out the subtle flavors of cuisine 
 
 

              SPECIALTY SAKE 

 
Kamoizumi “Nigori Ginjo, Hiroshima   賀茂泉        85 (500ml) 
Unfiltered sake, lively, voluptuous..a delux label for nigori fans  
 

    Masumi Origarami“Sparkling Sake”Nagano  真澄  130 bottle 
Unfiltered sake, lively, voluptuous..a delux label for nigori fans  
   

            Yuzu Omoi, Kyoto  柚子想い                 12 / 28 Carafe / 90 (500ml) 

Refreshing aroma of citrus fruit, Yuzu,  
extends comfortably.          
                        

           The Choya Aged 3 Years ,Osaka  本格梅酒             18 / 200 bottle  
 This plum wine special blend of different ume liqeur batches aged  
Between 3 and 5 years. Rich aroma suggestive of fine brandy. Complex  
And pleasant finish.     

 



                  
 

        
 

WHITE WINE 
    
          Foxglove, Chardonnay                                         15 / 60 bottle  

Central Coast, CA 2018     
The wine is bottled without going through malolactic fermentation 
And has no oak on it so it maintains a very clean profile 
 

    Ten Sisters, Sauvignon Blanc                                16 / 76 bottle 
Marlborough, New Zealand 2022 
Delightfully fragrant, with classic sauvignon blanc. Aromas, refined  
minerality, and ripe citrus. 
 

    Fidora, Pinot Grigio Venezia                                  14 / 60 bottle 
       Padova, Italy 2022                                

This bouquest is slightly fruity with hints of apple and white flowers. 
 

    Domaine Gerard Millet Sancerre                                       115 bottle                                            
      Loire Valley, France 2021                               

A vibrant mix of lemon zest, kaffir lime, wet rock and nectarine 
Aromatics intermingle with bright perfume of small wild mountain flowers 

 

    Alan Geoffroy, Chablis Premier Cru Beauroy         155 bottle                                                
Burgundy, France 2021                                                                          
Dry, mouth-watering and racy with fresh pear, apple, lime zest and  
Wickedly good mineral flavours finishing long on the palate 

 

ROSE 
    Moulin de Gassac Guilhem Rose                                  16 / 60 bottle               
            France 2022                                       

Lively, vivid pink in color, this wine offers floral and mineral 
Aromas on the nose. 

 

SPARKLING 
 

   Bohigas, Brut Reserva Cava,                                        16 / 60 bottle 
Catalonia, Spain NV     
Classic citrus, flint and touch of toast, clean intense bouquet. 

 

     Larmandier-Bernier Longitude Blanc de Blancs     230 bottle  
            Extra Brut 1er Cru NV France                        

The latest rendition of the Larmandiers' NV Longitude Blanc de Blancs Premier Cru Extra Brut 
is predictably superb, offering up scents of waxy lemon rind, crisp yellow apple, dried white 
flowers and fresh hazelnut  

 

 
 

 
JUNMAI 純米 

 
  
 
      Tengu-Mai Yamahai, Ishikawa 天狗舞 山廃仕込         25 / 85 bottle 
        Yamahai harmony of charged-specific rich flavor and acidity is balanced personality rich  
         pure rice wine. Golden color of this sake delights the eyes as well 

 
       Hoyo Genji “Tokubetsu Junmai”, Miyagi  鳳陽            27 / 95 bottle     
       Brisk and flavorful, with cedar and citrus highlights 

  

       Dan Junmai, Yamanashi   旦                                                                        29 / 115 bottle    

           Great  rounded flavor with a complex touch of sweet bitterness like maroon 

       Tedorigawa “Yamahai Junmai, Kobe  手取川            30 / 120 bottle 

         Dry, sharp & smooth all in one 

       Bocho-Tsuru Junmai, Yamaguchi  防長鶴                             30 / 120 bottle 

           This sake is fruity and refreshing with a well balanced long finish. 
 

       Denshu “Tokubetsu Junmai”, Aomori     田酒         37 / 145 bottle     
        A clean finish, smooth and easy to drink, sweetness and umami in perfect balance 

 
        Suigei Tokubetsu Junmai, Kochi  酔鯨                                    26 / 87 bottle     
         A reserved aroma, gentle rice notes, perfect acidity and a fine finish  
            Combine to create the unique flavor. 

 
         Kenbishi Mizuho, Kobe  剣菱瑞穂                                                 39 / 160 bottle 
          Full bodied, rich but soft and round finish 

 
 
 

 


